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When we talk about gentrification, people seem care more about housing instead of businesses.
However, for local residents, rising prices on retail matters as well. Somerville, one of the most
population density and diversity towns in New England area with
75,754 people living in it, contains multiple thriving business
communities and going to deal with gentrification soon. The Green
Line Extension project is going to extent the green line from west to
the east of Somerville in 5 years. The Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) area are facing gentrification in the future.
My project focuses on the small scale businesses and mom-pop
businesses’ distribution model in Somerville. In this project, I will
describe the distribution change of small-scale business from 2007
to 2016 and find out if the distribution change were associate with the land value growth and household
income. Plus, I will also describe the distribution change of small-sacle business in TOD catchment areas both now and in the future and find out the differences between TOD catchment area’s small-scale
business’ distribution change and non-TOD catchment area’s small-scale business’ distribution change.
However, I have to announce that this poster only shows some of my analysis results due to limited capacity. The full result will be provided by a report.

Data Assessment: The core datasets of my project which contain business related data are come from

Basic Analysis

Correlation Analysis

TOD Area Analysis

Reference USA who reclassifies its business types every a few years. So I eliminated un-matched
categories and chose top five large number businesses in both 2007 and 2016 datasets, Restaurants, Grocery Stores and Markets, Salons, Real Estate and Architectural Stores as my population group.
Density Analysis: Since, the businesses are collected by points, they will have bias if we group them
by area boundary. So, I converted all businesses, light-consumption businesses (restaurants and salons)
and small businesses into density maps seperately and used density calculator to describe the ratio of
small-all businesses and light consumption-all businesses of Somerville both in 2007 and 2016 to
describe the percentage change.
Correlation Analysis: Knowing the density change from 2007 to 2016, I brought in Land Value Growth and Income as two indicators to test the relationship between business percentage density
change and land value growth or income change by using Modeling Spatial Relationship tool in ArcGIS.
TOD Analysis: TOD caused gentrification is the reason I start this research. In this section, I used
proximity tool in ArcGIS to calculate out the catchment area of each TOD area in 0.25 mile. Then, I join
in the points of businesses into each areas to show the differences between TOD areas’ business
distribution and non-TOD areas’ business distribution and then anticipate the change of those
non-TOD areas’ business distribution after the extension line arrive.

Small Business Change 2007-2016

Based on the characters of my research objects and datasets, I used equation: (Small Business Density)/
(All Business Density) to analyze the Density of small business’ proportion. As we can see in the graph
of Small Business Percentage Density in 2007, small businesses occupied large proportion of all
businesses in the middle and north of Somerville, the whole distribution seems disperse and we can see
a proportion decline in Davis Square area. Then, in 2016’s map, the small businesses’ proportion of
Somerville were more concentrate than they were in 2007, a large part of area in Somerville witnessed
small business decline during a decade. We can see the proportion of small business in Davis Square
even declined about 20 percent. The last graph, Small Business Change Rate from 2007 to 2016, I use:
(Small Business Density 2016-Small Business Density 2007)/(Small Business Density 2007) to see the
small business proportion growth. The result tells us the small business’ decline was widely happened
through whole Somerville not just constrained to specific locations.

Light-Consumption Business Change 2007-2016

As we can see in the graph “Businesses in TOD Catchment Areas”, now, Davis Square has the largest
population of business which is 125 Businesses and the second largest is Union Square. During a decade
from 2007 to 2016, although the total number of businesses in those two locations grew a lot, but the
proportion of small businesses declined about 10% to 20% for each research area. Based on former analysis, land value growth associate with declining of small business’ proportion, we may attribute this result
to the extreme land value growth in those two areas. However, the small business’ decline is not restrict
to Davis Square and Union Square, it happened in every existing TOD catchment areas and green line
extension planned TOD catchment areas and some of those catchment areas even have land value lower
than ten years ago. I don’t know how to explain this result, but I think I may get the answer if I do more
research in the future, for example:
By bringing income and land value in, we can analyze the relationship between business change and
economic change. As we can see in the graph “Median Annual House Hold Income by Block Groups”,
higher income households were mostly located around Davis Square and Union Square in 2015. The
closer to the south west of Somerville, the richer the households were. On the other hand, we can see in
the “Land Value Growth Rate from 2007 to 2016” graph, a great increase of land value happened around
Davis Square and Union Square and a huge decline in the north east of Somerville and the land value
in the central of Somerville were relatively stable for these ten years. Then I joined in the small business
change and light-consumption change map into these two graphs and got the regression line of those
business variables and economic variables.

Results

Data Revise: The reason why my result is unreasonable is probably due to the data population is not

big enough, so, I may expand my data collection to all the businesses existing in Somerville. Furthermore,
there are only two subway stations located in Somerville, it is hard to summarize reasonable conclusion
based on only two samples. I probably will enlarge my research area to Middlesex or Suffolk to explore
more TOD areas.

More Indicators: Now, I only have two indicators to measure the change rate of small and light-con-

sumption businesses and one of them is even an incomplete dataset. There are probably other factors existing may have impact on them too. Next time I may bring in population density as another factor to
measure the relationship between business change and population density growth. Also, I will choose
another research scale to make sure we have complete income data.

Expand TOD Areas to 0.5 mile: My research object is TOD areas in Somerville, but Somerville is

only a town with limited businesses. By eliminating the 0.25 mile to 0.5 mile region, I probably lost a few
data of businesses. To get more available data, I will expand my research area from 0.25 mile to 0.5 mile
and test if there are differences between those two catchment areas about business’ distribution.

According to paper “Microgeographies of Retailing and Gentrification”, Bridge and his colleagues holds
an idea that “light consumption” stores which including restaurants, gyms and decoration stores, have
strong connection with gentrification (Bridge and Dowling, 2001). Furthermore, the paper “New Retail
Capital and Neighborhood Change: Boutiques and Gentrification in New York City” also points out that
when gentrification happens, we can witness a gradually changing among the retail stores. New entrepreneurial retail capital, boutiques, trendy restaurants, and cafés, will experience an impressive increase
(Zukin S, etc, 2009). So, I chose Restaurants and Salons as Light-Consumption businesses to see their
distribution change during decade. As we can see in upper graphs, unlike small business in 2007, the
light consumption business ratio in 2007 has a low value in the middle of Somerville and higher
value around. In 2016’s graph, the proportion of light-consumption business occupied a part of central
area of Somerville. We can see in the last graph on the right, although a widely decline of
light-consumption business in Somerville as a whole, there were still some points witnessed an increase
on it. Those points includes some of the tradition business hubs such as Davis Square and Union Square.

As we can see in the upper analysis, with median households’ income increase, the proportion of both
light-consumption business and small business’ ratio growth rate don’t have significantly change. In
other words, based on my analysis, the gentrification measured by median household income may not
associate with the prosperity of light-consumption business. On the other hand, with land value growth,
both small business and light-consumption business’ proportion rate fall which means land value
growth may associate to proportion decline of small businesses and light-consumption business during
2007 to 2016.

Results Limitation
Data Missing: I only use five business types in 2007 and 2016 as research database. So, the ratio

change of both small business and light-consumption business probably be exaggerated. Also, there is a
data missing of median household income from 2003 to 2014, which leads to historical income change
untested.
Correlation Coefficient: All the regression I generated from those indicators have R square value
lower than 0.1, it is hard to conclude they are associate with each other.
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